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 The export component consists of 4 
inputs.

MeshObject: The input for this should be 
the geometry you would like to animate 
and export to 3D Studio. Convert breps to
mesh if necessary. 

FileDir: This is the directory in which 
the .OBJ sequence will be saved. By 
default it is set to your C:/ home directory.

SaveFile: A toggle that determines if the 
geometry will be saved during the timeline 
animation. NOTE! make sure this is only 
“true” when you want to export.

Timeline: This should be the same timeline 
you are using to animate the geometry. 
.

Components: Under the ‘Animation’ tab 
there are two components. The first is the 
Centipede node, the second is the export node.
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Exporting Files:

Make sure the ‘Output 3D files?’ is set 
to TRUE.

‘Right-Click’ the timeline and choose
‘Animation’.

The FRAME COUNT should be set to 
the desired frame rate you would like to 
work with in 3D Studio. Keep in mind 
the usual frame rate is 25fps. 

(100 frames will be 3 seconds)

The directory for these images should 
be set to a ‘temp’ directory. You can 
delete these images if you wish.

Importing Files to 3D Studio:

There are plugins such as OBJLoader
for MAX, that load an OBJ sequence.
However , it is very slow and loads the
files each time you switch between frames.

I modified an old script in order to load 
all the files into the MAX scene at once. 
This way you can scroll through the 
timeline in max smoothly. Try both methods
though and see which works best for your 
purposes.

NOTE BEFORE YOU DO ANYTHING!!

You need to set the .OBJ import settings
in max. Import any OBJ as you normally 
would. Change the settings to ‘Import as 
single Mesh’ make sure ‘Flip XY Axis’ is
unchecked and that presets is set to NONE.



Using the Script:

In MAX load the included 
Centipede2Max 0.3b.ms file and run it.

You should be presented with a window
titled “Grasshopper Anim-Import”.

Step1:

Click “Import”

You will need to navigate to the folder in 
which you saved the OBJ sequence from 
Grasshopper.

Select the folder and click ‘OK’.



You will see a progress bar and the individual 
files been loaded. Wait until everything is 
finished.

Step 2:

Click ‘Pick All Objects’ and select all
the objects that were imported. 

Make sure they are in ascending order!

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,................

if they are not, click on ‘Name’ at the
top of the column, this will rearrange the
list so that it is in the correct order.



Step 3:

Make sure the timeline in Max is on 
frame ‘0’,

Click ‘Create’


